
Dear Members, 
WELCOME to another edition of the 
newsletter. 

National Tree Day was celebrated at the end 
of July, and I'm sure all members did their 
little bit to help regreen Australia on this 
day. While the day was unpleasant here with 
high winds we did manage to plant some 
500 plants in our local conservation park. 
These were a mix of native species with 
Eucalyptus socialis and E.inaassata, Acacia 
calamifolia, A. rupicola, Melaleuca 
lanceolata, Olearia passerinoides (a locally 
rare species in the Murraylands), Dodonaea 

. spathulata and some saltbush and ground 
covers. The small number of plants planted 
was in relation to the conditions here (as 
much of the Mallee is drought affected) and 
were added to a much larger area that has 
been revegetated over the past 10 years. 

Parts of the park were once rolled and 
farmed, and the revegetation has assisted 
the struggling remnant to grow and thrive, 
because the plantings have acted as a wind 
buffer and wildlife corridor. It is heartening 
to see the survival rate and uptake of many 
thousands of plants and direct seeding 
results many years down the track, and to 
see how an area which was clay spread as 
part of a trial demo. site has had some 
wonderful growth rates. It is also pleasing to 
see how the existing remnant has expanded 
and regenerated and the return of many 
species to the area, particularly birds. 

Whether planting just one tree or many, 
National Tree Day allowed people to get 
involved and to plant a tree. This must help 
our landscape overall, and assist other tree 
planting projects undertaken throughout the 
year. There were lots of planned and 
community activities throughout Australia on 
National Tree Day. Did you get involved? 

September is a time when many Austral~ans 
celebrate our unique and valuable 
biodiversity with activities to protect and 
conserve the environment. 

Biodiversity is the variety of all living things; 
it includes all types of plants, mammals, fish, 
birds, insects and micro-organisms. 

This year Environment Australia has a 
website to share information about the 
activities to be held around the country to 
celebrate Biodiversity Month 2002. Why not 
browse the website to find out what's 
happening near you. You'll be able to link to 
it from wwrv.ea.sov.au . 

Editorial 
No Dig Gardening for both Natives and 
Vegetables by Anna Watson 
Australia: The Biodiversity Challenge courtesy 
Environment AushIia 
Principles and Recommendations for new 
plantations from Thinkinq Bvsh.Iss.1 July 2002 
Getting there: vegetation research and 
management in 2012 by Rob Thorman in 
Thinking Bush lss. 1, July 2002. 
Some Key findings of research about the 
ecology of bush management by J. Williams & 
W Mortlock Thinkinq Bush Iss. 1. 2002 
Crate Ponds by Leigh Murray 
The marsupial mole by Anton; Milewski, from 
Wildlife Australia Autumn 2002. 
How to Avoid Being Eaten By David Symon 
from SA Naturalist Vol 75. No % 2001 
Book Review: The New Nature by Tim Low 
Frogs, birds and much more ... ... ... ... 

This Spring newsletter provides a number 
of items relating to biodiversity, ecology and 
habitat offered to you as recognition that 
SEPTEMBER IS BIODIVERSITY MONTH. 

REMINDER 
Subs are due July 1st each year - 
$5.00 (Aust) $1 0 (O'seas) 

Send payment to: 
ASGAP Wildlife & Native Plants SG 
PO Box 131, Strathalbyn,SA 5255 

Remember to include your name. address and 
SGAP/APS Branch membership details, or request for 
Associate membership. 



EDITORIAL 
As I write the hot topic in the news is the 
Kyoto Agreement, and America and 
Australia's refusal to ratify this agreement 
with other nations around the world. Without 
getting into the political argument about the 
cights and wrongs of this, Australians need 
to focus on survival. Without ,air, water or 
living plants nothing will survive. The 
message-has. been out there for over a 
decade, but have we really taken it on 
board? Have we really listened? Or ,does it 
just become fashionable to do something on 
special days - eg.1, World Environment. Day, 
National Tree Day, Threatened Species Day 
etc. and think that this is good enough? 

Look at the state of our own nation's ailing 
river systems, the dryland salinity on land 
systems, the logging of our old growth 
rainforests, the decline in species, and add 
in the crisis situation throughout the world in 
relation to food resources and potable water. 
In general we appear to be more 
environment friendly, more geared at 
conservation and protection of native plants 
and wildlife, but are we? Of course, I know 
that I'm preaching to the converted, because 
our members are most interested and doing 
all they can to protect our unique Australian 
flora and fauna, and so the question must 
be whether we are doing enough, and 
whether we are getting others interested as 
much as we are. Just how far do we let 
politics, conflicts and development, 
entrench on our natural systems? Have we 
really learned from the past, I wonder? 

According to .Pope John Paul II the 
ecologiwl crisis is a moral one. In the 1990 
World Day of Peace message he said: 
'There is a growing awansness that wodd peace 
is threatened not only by the arms race, nsgional 
conflicts, and continued injustice among peoples 
and nations, but also by a lack of due mspect for 
nature.. . The ecological crisis is a moral issue." 

Bishop John Bathersby of Brisbane 
said:" ... take decisive action to protect the 
natural world before it's too late. We ... stress 
the fact that the environment is not a 
marginal issue for a few greenies but a 
mainstream social issue that has major 
implications for us all." 

Both quotes are worth thinking about. 

Aboriginal Elder, Elizabeth Pike (permrssion 
ACSJC) spoke words of wisdom when she 
said: 
'May you always stand fall as a tree, 
be as strong as the rack Ulurv, 
As gentle as the morning @st, 
hold the warmth of the wmpfire in your head, 
and may the Creator Spin? always walk with you." 

Food for thought? 

Can I make a difference? 
Have we learned from the past, and applied 
that lesson to the future? 

An Early Precedent by Norm Habel, courtesy of 
Planet 3, CEC No.31. 
"Withelm Habel, from Schoen in Prussia 
settled in Lyndoch, South Australia in March 
1849, but moved to Victoria to establish a 
farm between Lake Kennedy (a salt lake) 
and Lake Linlithgow Park (a fresh water 
lake). Wilhelm Habel had a great love of the 
natural Australian fauna and flora and 
deplored the shooting of swans (for down), 
cranes and other wildlife around the Lake. 
He sought to make the Crown lands around 
the lake a sanctuary and to that end began 
by planting eucalyptus trees. These were all 
pulled out by irate farmers who insisted that 
God intended the land to be used for sheep 
farming and that to turn the land into a 
'pleasure park', like those in Melbourne, was 
an extravagant appropriation of good land. 
To fight his cause, W~thelm was elected a 
local shire councillor and in 1879 an area 
around the lake was declared a public park 
and sanctuary in which Wilhelm planted a 
variety of eucalypts to provide a habitat for 
local wild life." 

NATIONAL FOREST NETWORK SUMMIT 
UPDATE from CCSA Briefs-September 2002. 
Some encouraging reports were received at 
the Summit about actions to stop logging of 
native forests in some states. Unfortunately 
both the governments of Victoria and NSW 
are failing to protect native forests. 
Some progress was made abut agreement 
on , a  'greenw certifime for plantation 
forestry, which is likely to become an 
important issue in the near future. 



THE COORONG SITUATION from CCSA 
Briefs September 2002. 
"The unique ecology of the South Australian 
Coorong wetlands is at risk. Changes to the 
hypersaline environment of the Coorong 
lagoons are caused by: reduced flow of 
freshwater from the Murray River into the 
northern lagoons; and the draining of 
substantial amounts of ground water into the 
southern lagoon, to relieve dryland salinity 
problems in surrounding areas. These 
changes are affecting food availability for 
waterbirds. There are growing concerns that 
The numbers of migratory waders and other 
waterbirds have been declining over recent 
years. 

Australia has international obligations under 
the RAMSAR Convention to protect all 
Ramsar listed wetlands that provide critical 
habitat for migrating birds. The Coorong in 
South Australia is one of these 
internationally important listed wetlands, a 
unique coastal environment, which provides 
summer shelter and feeding grounds for 
several hundred thousand shorebirds which 
migrate here from their breeding grounds in 
the northern hemisphere. Pelicans, banded 
stilts and red necked avocets are among the 
many waterbirds that visit the Coorong each 
summer. " 

Of course the Coorong and adjacent Lake 
Alexandrina also provides for our native 
migratory bird species such as the Cape 
Barren geese. Changes to any part of the 
existing natural process will result in a loss 
of species. 

BOOK REVIEW by Maralyn Hlgnett, WHSG,2002 

The New Nature: Winners and Losers in 
Wild Australia by Tim Low. 
Published by VikingfPenguin 2000. RRP $29.95 
This book brings new meaning to "Do not 
feed the animals". It is p s y  to read and well 
researched. Most importantly it relates to 
Australia. 

The New Nature shows us that Nature is 
more opportunistic than we think, humans 
having made it too easy for ecology. Our 
image of nature needs refining. Whilst 
saving vast tracts of land does save plants 
and animals it often misses those most in 
need. Rars things often hide in the most 
unlikely places. Do we even know what 
Australia looked like in 1788? Is industrial 
pollution the saviour of some species? eg. 
Homebush Olympic site, heavy metal 
contamination saved the bell frog (titoria 
aurea). Are our soft footed mammals as 
benign as we think? Sheep are being kept in 
some national parks to save rare birds and 
plants. 

Conservation is not new. Did you know that 
concerns about extinction helped spawn in 
1888 probably what was Australia's first 
green group, The Flora and Fauna 
Protection Committee of the Field 
Naturalists Society of South Australia. 
Australia has lost many mammals to 
extinction but only one was defeated by the 
gun (SA's Toolache Wallaby). 

Tim Low asks many questions and suggests 
the answers. Can we put them into practice 
in our everyday life? Vegetation changes 
pose conundrums for Australia, it's very 
difficult to manage and injects uncertainty 
into our conservation goals. 

SEPTEMBER IS BIODIVERSITY MONTH 

Is conservation about preserving the past or 
preparing for the future?. 

An interview with Tim Low about The New 
Nature can be found at the website. 
htt~.!!r\ uv .abc ne~u1adelaide!ztnries~s5.53-636 h 
t 171 + 

- - 
Endangered Southern Dibbler 

Feral Cats predating white settlement? 
It is difficult to amun t  for the great number of cats 
[seen] in Westgrn Australia, which was sparsely settled 
[at that time]. Fred Rust owner of Gibb River cattle 
station [said] that he had known the aborigines in the 
area before influenza killed them after World War 1. 
The aborigines classed cats as native. Russ considered 
it possible that Malays had traded cats with coastal 
tribes before the white man came to Australia. 

From They all ran wild : the story of pests on the land in 
Ausbalia, by Eric C Rolls. Angus & Robe&n, 1969. 



NO DIG GARDENING FOR BOTI-I 
NATIVES AND VEGETABLES 
by Anna Watson 

Weekend gardeners often look forward to 
energetic cultivation of the soil, due to their 
inherent desire to release pent up stresses 
accumulated from a week of desk bound 
inactivity. However, there is nowhere in nature 
that digging occurs (other than for the odd 
burrower) as a natural process. 

Digging, in fact, causes long lasting impacts, 
by degrading the slow to develop soil 
structure, suppressing earthworm activity and 
shattering the soil crumbs tenuously held 
together by glue fiom the microbial gums. 
Persistent digging results in a structureless 
poorly aerated and badly drained soil, with a 
marked depletion of crucially important, soil 
microorganism, which make nutrients 
available. 

Try experimenting with the benefits from no- 
digging techniques when planting your main 
crop from the Brassica family such as 
Cauliflower, Broccoli, and Cabbage etc. or 
adding inter tussock forbs to your native 
grassland patch. For the veggie garden, place 
a series of 200mm deep, pads of rich organic 
compost onto your soil and plant the individual 
seedlings into them. Follow up by mulching in 
between the plantings and stage advanced 
strongly scented potted plants like Alpine Mint 
Bush, Prosfanfhera czrneata or Native 
Pelagonium, Pelagoniurn auslrale or P. 
liltoralis in the mulch. This will mask the 
Brassica scent from potential pests and they 
can be transplanted later into your grassland 
patch without digging of course! 

As another no dig option, try sowing the seeds 
of your snow peas, garden peas and broad 
beans on undug soil. These large seed pea 
family members can be laid in shallow 
trenches and covered with wood ashes mixed 
with 50mm of rich organic compost. Once the 
peas are strongly growing, spread fibrous 
mulch to add nutrient and lift the fattening 
pods away fiom marauding slugs and snails. 

While planting Brassicas in the vegetable 
garden, continue the no dig gardening theme, 
by planting in your patch of native grassland 
patch, Native Peppercress, Lepidium spp. or 
Thread Cress, Stenopetalum lineare. Bundles 
of their leaves were traditionally steamed in 
the aboriginal earthen cooking pits to provide a 
delicious spicy flavour to the evening meal of 
roast roo or possum. Today these plants along 

with the recently rediscovered Native 
Wintercress Harbarea azrs[rulis are endangered 
in native grasslands, following selective eating 
of these tasty morsels, for two centuries, by 
cattle and sheep. 

While sowing your niirogen enriching peas 
and beans, remember $ur grassland patch 
needs it's share also. Select from the coloufil 
array of native bee attracting, bush peas, such 
as the eggs and bacon coloured flowers of the 
Parrot pea, Dilhrynia cinerascens, Bitter Pea, 
Daviesia ulicifolia, Native Hop pea, Daviesia 
latifofia, the delicate trailing Pultenaea 
pedunculata or Showy Bossiaeas, Bossiaea 
spp. Alternatively, consider a total cover of 
pure yellow pea flowers, which adorn the 
small bushes of Aotus ericiodes or Oxylobizrm 
ellipticzrm or the prolific nectar producing red 
flowers of the ground hugging Running 
Postman, Kennedia prostrata. These can be 
contrasted with the purple pea flowering native 
Indigo, Indzgo australis whose roots were 
hammered to produce a fish poison to allow 
aboriginals to stun their fish dinners. The 
overall effect is a showy floral display of bush 
peas amid the long leafy framework of native 
grasses and sedges prior to their flower period. 
You cannot help but feel a sense of 
excitement, about the spring prospects from 
both your no dig organic veggie garden and 
your own colourful, bird attracting grassland 
patch! 
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Australia: The Biodiversity Challenge 
Our Threatened Wildlife 

r 1 in 4 mammal species i s  either extinct or threatened with extinqion.' 
1 in 5 bird species is  now either extinct or threatened with 7.5 million 
birds are killed each year by land clearing3 and a senior biodiversity scientist predicts that 
if current threats are not reversed soon, half or over 250 land bird species will become 
extind by 21 00: 
1 in' t frog species is  now extinct or threatened with extinction? 8 frog species have 
disappeared since the 1980s.~ 
1 in  4 reptile species i s  now in significant dec~ine.~ 100 million reptiles are killed each 
year by land c~earing.~ 
Nearly 1 in 4 plant species are rare or threatened with e~t inct ion.~ 

e Over 1,460 plant and animal species are now recognised as nationally threatened 
with sxt inct i~n. '~ 
Many species teeter on the edge of extinction: less than 2,000 cassowaries," less 
than 1,000 eastern coast grey nurse sharks,'' 40 wild Wongarn ~ u l l ~  ~at€les:: about 
180 mature adult orange-bellied par$s,14 112 northern hairy nosed wombats and about 
50 western swamp tortoises are left 

Some of Australia's Biodiversity Hotspots 

Queensland Brigalow Woodlands. Major on-going land clearing is endangering much 
of the regions ecosystems and wildlife; 70 of the region's 163 ecosystems are dassed as 
'endangered' or 'of concern"7 and 14 reptilei8 and 24 bird species are threatened with 
extindion.l9 
WA Wheat Belt. At least 1,500 plant species will suffer from dryland salinity, and 450 1 
unique plant species of the Western Australian wheat belt are in danger of extinction from 
rising salty groundwater caused by past land clearing. Fauna species are likely to be 
reduced b 30%. Fragmentation of habitat is diiving many animal species towards 
extinction. 4b 
Deep sea trawling for Orange Roughy has decimated the coral habitats of many 
deep sea mounts. 55 or the 70 Tasmanian seamount habitats remain at risk from on- 
going trawling. Photographic evidence shows that where coral was once present, trawling 
has removed most of the cora lpm the seamounts or reduced it to dead mral rubble, 
and bare rock now dominates. 
Great Barrier Reef i s  at risk from a range of sources, including nutrients from farm 
runoff, impacts of trawling on corals, and climate change induced coral bleaching. 
Fertiliser from cane farms is dumping the equivalent of 31, 000 bags of nitrogen into the 
inshore waters of the Wh'iundays each year.= Trawling can remove 525% of sea-bed 
marine life in one pass, up to 50% in 7 passes and as much as 90% in 13 passes, with 
flowerpot corals and sponge species being particularly at risk. The reef is also threatened 
by coral bleaching, such as the episode that affected 88% of near- shore corals in 1998, 
the hottest year of the millennium. A leading reef scientist predcts that the Reef will be 
affected by severe annual bleaching events by the year 2030. 

Threats to Australia's Biodiversity 

Land Clearing is the 'single largest threat to biodiversity. The situation is deteriorating as 
threatening as thna;fning adivviD'eo continue." according to the national State of the 

. Environment report. Land ctearing has accelerated in the last fwe years iq the order of 
560.000 ha be$g cleared yearly,s the equivalent of 10 average suburban house blocks 
every minute. Australia now has the s'urth highest ve etation clearing rate in the world 

q 7  behind Brazil, Indonesia, Sudan, Zambia, and Mexico. The short and long term impacts 
on Australia's wildlife and their habitats is immense. 
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Climate Change is predicted to have an alarming impact on Australia's ecosystems and 
species. Coral reefs will be affected by regular coral alpine habitats will 
contract, and temperate forests will be signifiantly altered.*' A range of mammal, bird, 
reptile, frog and fish species are considered to be threatened by dimate change impacts. 
Unsustainable fisheries. The Bureau of Sdence's annual fishery status report found that 
at least four of our commercial tisheries continue to be over-fshed; and at least 10 others 
are fully f i ~ h e d . ~  An estimated 50,000 Blue Sharks were caught anviscarded in 
Commonwealth tuna fisheries in 1999.3' 
Salinity. The recent national dry land salinity audit found that about 5.7 million hedares 
are at risk or affected by dryland salinity, and that by 2050 this area coutd rise to over 17 
million hectares. About 630,000 ha of remnant native vegetation and their ecdsystems 
are at risk. This is estimated to increase to about 2 million ha by 2050. About 80 important 
wetlands, including those of national and international significance, have been affected or 
are at risk of damage from dryland salinity." 

Solutions 
Protected Areas. In the last 4 years, the NHT National Reserve System Program has 
resulted in over 4.61 million hectares of land being committed for conservation in national 
parks and protected areas." 
Community Groups. Tens of thousands of Australian are working to protect Australia's 
biodiversity through their participation in community groups such as Bushcare, Landcare, 
Coastcare, and many other environmental organisations. 
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- , . - -- - - . - - . *--- .... .- Carroon by Pcrcr Nichdrpn from The Auslralian. 

"Humanity stands a t  adefining m o m e n t  i n  history. Sustaining .Our C o m m u n i t i ~  Confepnce artendees 
W e  are confronted wi th  a perpetuation o f  disparities endorred the Principles of LA2 1, recagnising "'The 
between and natjom, a worsening of poverty, primacy of tcological sustainxbility. The Atationship 
hunger, ill health '6nd illiteacy.and the continuing b e t w e e n  env i ronment .  social a n d  economic  
deteriorat ion o f  the $cosystems o n  which we depend sustainability is defined by the e b n o m y  as a subset o f  

i for ou r  well-being. However, integrat ion o f  social structures, which i n  tu rn  are a subset o f  the 
environment and development concerns and greater env i ronment  Wh i l s t  significant progress has been 
attention t o  them will lead to  the fulfilment of  basic made in  the implementation of  LA21 . environmental 
needs, improved living standards for all. bet ter  quality has continued to  deteriorate, social inequities 
protected and managed ecosystems and a safer, more  have worsened.and the disparity between r ich and poor 
prosperous future. N o  nation can achieve this on continues t o  widen.Therefore LA21 implementation 
i ts own; but  together we can - i n  a global partnership needs to  be accelerated - the t ime has come lor a nrore  

for sustainable development." concerted move f rom commitment to  action. 
(Preamble to UN Agenda 2 1) 1992. (From the Adelaide Declaration) March 2002. 

Wor ld  s u m m i t  on Sustainable Development. Johannesburg. 26 August - 4 September 2002. 
---: - .  . - -- - .- - . .. -. . 

1 . . - , . . -  - " - - -  . -  . - 



retain all areas of one-half hectare 

, , -  ~ . ...I .!+ . -, . ; ' .-.- .I . 
I- , ~ , ~ ~ . ~ r & & p e s  N'i* ~.ma of +rn&ninatlve , ., Avoid reducing the area of native vegetation Re-establish 40 metre (or wider) buffer . ' . . . . C , . r  .,-; , ,, . . gI ygeytiqn,and rF@+ ~ a ~ ~ , ; ~ , .  .;r.:.,::.,-! .- ; during planration establishment-replace 

-.+.:;-- - . .. , . 
slrips of native vegetation along streams 

' i': si@:candy hiiher biodjrerSity value h n  - : cleared native vegetation elsewhere on the within the planration arm. 
.,? .E..!. .'., .,,.:. . . ". . . - 

;":;i':$$!apme a!qne::::<::h:;.j;.. &;i:i;$itr &i: property, pa~icularly along gully lines, if 
. . . .  . . native tree removal is necessary for 

: plantation establishment. . - - . - - . -- -. - 
' Maintain or establish an area of native Ivlaintain or establish an area of native 

vegetation that is at least 30% of the total vegetation that is at least 30% of the total 
, 

; plantation area in large-scale softwood planration area in large-scale softwood 
. . -  

:. within the pine plantation. 
-. 
.- - 

Determine the reasonable seedling loss 

plantings. Plan to replace losses for [lie 
first years. 

along gullies and streamlines. 

. .. . 

Maintain, establish or enhance the 
connectivity (e.g. wildlife corridors) 

. - . '  
, : I -  

* % . .  . 

-- . . -  - , . . , - .  I ., . plantation area. ' > , -  .,:. .. : .  - ,  - . - - '  pine g ron~h .  
.- . ., .. . . L  . ,,.. . , '' The quality of retak&l"vegefation ~ i ~ i  . - - ' -  ' ,  Exclude the collection of firewood and the Exclude the collection of firewood and the 
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Getting there: 
vegetation research and 
By Rob morman - , 
What a dramatic recent shift 
there has been in how the 
community values native 
vegetation! In the 1960s and 
'70s, governments, reflecting 
public attitudes, encouraged and 
even required landholders to clear 
native vegetation. 

Now, governments are handing out 

large amounts of public money to re- 

establish it and have fined landholders 

for clearing without approval--even 

single trees. This shift in awareness 

and policy is seen in both rural and 

urban areas. 

Few people could have foreseen such 

a shift 20 or 30 years ago. 

Looking only 10 years ahead, how will 

we be managing native vegetation? 

How are we getting there, and what 

role will research play? How d o  some 

of the people at the forefront of 

research, monitoring, and management 

of Australia's native vegetation answer 

these questions? How do these leaders 

see our journey--om where we are 

now to where we're heading? 

Andrew Campbell-Executive Director 

of Land & Water Australia, which 

invests in research and developnlent 

(RPrD) for improved natural resource 

management-sees vibrant native 

vegetation and natural resource 

management industries emerging, with 

the potential to export our expertise. 

He said, Ve 're  seeing a maturity in the 

relationship between Australian society 

and the landscape to a point that we're 

finally beginning to a a  as if we are here 

to stay and not just passing through. 

"I see the Australian bush as 

fundamentally linked to our sense 

of identity." 

Carl Binning, the new Chief Executive of 

Greening Ausfdia, also has a track 
record of research into the bamers to 

conservation. He believes that we will 

have a much better understandiig of 

vegetation management in 10 years time. 

'Governments will be better able to 

target their investments, and farmers 

better able to understand how their 

own actions contribute to wider 

regional objectives, whether it's 

conserving biodiversity or controlling 

salinityn, Carl said. 

J a m  W m ,  the coordinator of the 

national Native Vegetation R&D Program, 

sees strength in the human dimension. 

She said, "I'm inspired by the amazing 

people you meet--the dedicated farmers 

who want to d o  things for the 

environment, but don't always know the 

best way to go about it". 

Colin Creighton is the Director of the 

National Land and Water Resources 

Audit, which has for the first time just 

mapped the condition of the nation's 

vegetation across the whole of 

Australia in a consistent way. He said, 

"We've got to get the policies and 

institutional arrangements right; it's 

easy to waste RPrD dollars if the policy 

setting is not in place". 

"We're spending billions of  
dollars on revegetation 
projects, you would hope 
that it is being informed by 
science."- Andrew Campbell, 
Land 8 Water Australia 

From guesswork to greater, 
sckntiac certainty 

.. . .j. 

"Our awareness and understandiig of ' 

the role of native vegetation in the 

landscape has improved enormously, 

but we still need better knowledge 

about how our natural systems work", 

said Andrew Campbell. 

"In some areas there's now a move 

away from the idea that 'any tree is a 

good tree' and questions are being 

asked about whether there can be too 

many trees in some landscapes. For 

instance, large-scale plantations may be 

reducing run-off and environmental 

flows in some areas. 

"We need to know how much 
vegetation is required, of what type, 

and where on the landscape. We need 

more certainty on what the most cost- 

effective actions are to address issues 

Lie biodiversity loss, salinity, soil 

erosion, and declining water quality in 

our rivers and streams. We need science 

to help us answer these questions. 

'We're spending billions of dollars on 

restoration projects, you would hope 

that it is being informed by science. In 

fact $2.5 billion has been committed 

over five years, but R&D funding in 

Australia is very small. Less than $5 
million will be spent each year on 

research into native vegetation over the 

whole of Australia." 

- - 

Rob Thorman has had a long involvemenr in natural resource management. He worked with the Australian Local Government Association on  

Landcare, was Director of Natural Resources with the National Farmers' Federation, the National h-dl Govemnlent Bushare Facilitator, and was m 

author of Natural Aduantag+A Bluqrint for a Sustainable 'A~utralia for the Australian Conservation Foundation. 
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. .  uni$eIy j?;t~+hn land manag&enC -. iemnair . . pikha. ?he barrier :d -' '. 
systems", he said. becorn2 blurred betweeri what is 

currently vienred as planting for the 
Front remnants to landscapes 

public good. like salinity control or 
What will successful landscapes look biodiversity conservation, and planting 
like in 2012? Binning sees our focus primarily for conunercial purposes, 
shifting to a whole-of-landscape such as timber plantations. 
approach to vegetation management. 

'-Organisations l~ke  Greening Austr:~lia 
"We need to ftocus not only on the will increasingl). provide an intzgl-ated 
patches of bush that are 'eft, but '"0 se,ice in vegetation mallagelllenr 
on the wide spaces between", Binning across the spectrum. 
said. "By focusing on the remnant 

. . "R&D &so needs to be carried out at 
patches of bush, we may get some 

the landscape scale, rather than as 
short-term biodiversity benefits, but in 

con~olled experiments. All Greening 
the long term, these remnants may not .. . 

Australia's work will eventually be 
be viable, they may be too small and 

linked to an R&D program of some 
too fragmented." 

sofi, with a stronger m-o-nay flow of 

informa~ion between landholder-s ant1 

scientists. An increased focus on . . .  - . 
monitoring and assessment of results 

will help us to learn from what we've 

done. at the lahdscape scale." 
, . , , ,. , 

-. . * . .  . 
, , 
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Although ~and&re and the Natural 

Heritage Trust have moved us folxard 

over the last decade. we have not had 

realistic benchmarks for mcasurin~ 

success. It  is essential that R-e ger 11c.trer 

at defining our objectives. \Yliat is t l~e 

purpose of managing or re-estal,l~shing 

native vegetation? Is it for biodiversiy 

Creighton believes that the ~uost 

"& first call for limited dollars should 

be fodprr,reaive management such as 
1 

reduked deahng, protecting remnants, 

and managing fire, weeds, ferals and 

total grazing pressure. Then we need 

to look at revegetation with a focus on 

where we get the best b%for buck. 

'Lf you look at the A&% g ' h t  

.~ustralian Native vegetdti& Assessment 

2001, it shows (page 114) the sub 

regions where more than 60 per cent of 

the vegetation is in fragments. The 

unpalatable truth is rha t  managing 

vegetation xvill cost rnore in areas like 

the Victorian Rlverina and parts of the 

.\-on X'l~eatl~elt in south-n-est Vkstvrn 

-4ilstralia, h strilns c:lse nil1 be neetleil 

ro in\-est in tliese 1.eq- frag~nentecl 

landscapes, such as the presence of 

unique plants and animals." 

Binning points out that there are going 

to be different priorities and 

approaches for different types of 

region. "In the rangelands, for example. 

leases could hecome increasingll- tied 

to en\.ironnien~al per-for-mance, [ I I I . o L I ~ I ~  

nlanagement of grazing pressure and 

watering points", he said. 

"In significant areas, a far cheaper way 

of meeting conservation objectives will 

be providing incentives or some for111 

of payment to leaseholders, as 

consewation stenards, instead of 

estal,lishing resewes. 

-In the human-tion~inated ~v l~ea t  sheep 

Ilelt, the lan~l,ci[pe of tlle fut~irt '  is 

likell- to inc'luilc. >)..\terns of sl~elrt.rl~elrh 

:~rici C O I I I I I I C I C I : ~ ~  pl:~nt,~tions 

p:ttch\~orketl to [remnants. This \\;ill 

mean n-orking closely R-ith inclustry on 

regional planning and developing a 

range of incentives for landholders. 

"In the coastal zone, increasing 

fragmentation as a result of urban 

growth is likely. The challenge here is 

for local governments to become 

increasingly proactive, ensuring tlxlt 

consen'arion :lssessment occurs I,efore 

development 311~1 tliat guiclance and 

direction is [>~-o\~idcd to I:~ndon,nc.rs 

and de\.elopers. 
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"Where there are more 'lifestyle- 

focussed' landholders along the coast 

and urban fringes, who don't necessarily 

depend on  the land for an income, there 

are opportunities for land to be 

managed for conservatign. We therefore 

have the benefit of a rich private 

conservation estate. A c&x-effeaive 

approach in these areas could be to 

provide landholders with information, 

support and recognition, through 

programs such as Land for Wildlife." 

From working alone to 

genuine partnerships 

Improved partnerships between 

government agencies, industry, 

landholders and scientists are singled 

out for attention by the four leaders. 

Creighton said that there is an 

important role for an information 

brokering service, facilitated by 

government, within government 

agencies, universities and the 

community and consisting of 

interdisciplinary teams. 

"It is hard for people at the regional 

level to access information quickly", 

Creighton said. "Knowledge brokers 

could pull this information together 

and help with decision-making on 

investment priorities." 

Binning agrees: "Environmental 

management is a cote issue, along with 

health and education, and knowledge 

brokering is a core function. It has a 

public benefit and should be 

publicly funded. 

education throughout regional 

Australia. At the moment, many of the 

networks involved in vegetation 

management depend on  annual 

contracts and funding. 

"Increased long-term govemment 

funding is essential, but we can't repair 

landscapes without the greater 

involvement of industry in changing 

industry practices." 

W h n s  also views it as essential that 

vegetation management is integrated 

with the business profitability of fa-. 

"Involvement of industry groups is vital 

and it's starting to happen", she said. 

"The cotton, wool, grains, and meat and 

livestock organisations are currently, or 

will soon be, developing natural resource 

management guidelines for their sectors. 

"I look forward to a time when a 

common message is beiig delivered by 

the various networks that exist such as 
agricultural extension, landcare, and 

industry p u p s . "  

From grants to market mechanisms 

A greater diversity and mix of 

market-based mechanisms is needed to 

share the costs of vegetation 

management, rather than relying on 

government grants. 

'Currently the market signals ate too weak, 

people ate not rrwarded &aently for 

doiig the right things, and sandions are 

ineffective", says Campbell. 

B i g  and Campbell both talk about a 

range of potential market mechanisms, 

such as revolving Funds or bush tender 

auctions, where landholders put in a bid 

to deliver a service that has been 

identjfied as a regional priority. Bids may 

be assessed for costeffecriveness in 

meeting regional objectives. 

W e  need to develop incentives to help 

land managers do the 'stitch in time' 

management of things like weeds, 

ferals and erosion", Creighton says. 

'This could help deliver ecosystem 

services and maintain the rural fabric. 

A form of mutual obligation may be 

required so that protective management 

is in place to deal with fire, weeds, and 

grazing pressure to support investment 

in vegetation management." 

From vegetation management as a 

'cost' to a vibrant regional and 
export  Industry 

Revegetation should not be viewed as 
a cost, according to Campbell. 

'It is a long-term strategic investment 
in natural capital that will maximise the 

long-term wealth of our country", 

he said. 

Campbell sees the potential for a 
vibrant revegetation industry, with the 

expertise, techniques and machinery to 

efficiently carry out seed collection, 
planting, and maintenance, to serve 

both commercial and voluntary 

operations throughout Australia. 

"Indeed, there are great opportunities 

to export our knonrledge", he said. 
"Australia's expertise across a range of 

such areas is amongst the best in the 

world, and could have 
applications internationally." 

Creighton points out that 60 per cent of More information 
our land is under some sort of grazing or 

The Iand & Water Australla Strategic 
agricultural activity, yet only 1 per cent of 

Plan is available through Canprint (see 
the land produces 80 per cent of our 

back cover) and at www.1wa.rrov.a~ - 
agricultural productivity. "So there are 

Contact Greening Australla on 
great opportunities to work with land (02) 6281 8585 or visit their web site 
managers who, in addition to their www.greeningaustralia.org.au. 
productive activities, can deliver To obtain Land and Water Resources 

"There should be careers and ecosystenl setvices such as biodiversity, publications call  (02) 6257 9516, 
professional networks in the groundwater and surface water quality, eluail <info@nlwra.gov,au> or go to 
environment as there are in health and and carbon sinks", he said. www.environrnent.gov.adatlas. 
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By j a m  IYiIliams a n d  Warretz ,Vfofllock research projects across very different 

The current phase o f  research environments. They support a diFFerent 

and more coiilplex plant mix than 
under the Native Vegetation R 8 D  

surrounding land, and are a relatively 
Program On these findings rich habitat. Ri~arian corridors can be a 
from the first phase o f  research key feature for dispersal of at least the 
over the last five years. smalier mammals. 

What is the ruinhum native 

vegetation cover necessary? 

Are small patches of native 

vegetation worth the effort? 

There is a lot of discussion at the Research supports the common belief 

moment about setting targets and that all native vegetation has some 

thresholds for native vegetation and value. Landholders should not 

biodiversity within a regional planning underestimate (and there is evidence 

framework. In southern Australia many that h e y  do) the value of fencing and 

areas have less than 10 per cent of [heir cawFU1 management of small remnants. 

ongbal native vegetation cover, Ere know that even small remnants can 

has had major -mpacts on native plants provide the base For revegetation: 

and animals, as well as on water and information on species composition and 

nutrient fluxes. Research shows that 10 a seed supply for restoration work. They 

per.cent +r, s, a,minimurn heshold . : ,-. . also of a s i g n i f i ~ t  

for perfrst.&i;e d many specis *f* ' m, Of w e  aesthetic or $irinial 
.- ,, 

fauha-and level of c&er many ; : needs. Even individual &.s provide 

species would already have been lost. habitat or resources for iome fauna. 

In these are being The research found that sympathetic 
pushed beyond their limits! management greatly increases the 

Hrlsed on our current level of 

~~nderstanding across a range of 

persistence of plants in small remnants. 

Remnants as small as 0.5 hectares were 

research projects and loc-ntions, n found to be valuable habitat for 

n l i t l i r n ~ ~ ~ n  of 30 per cent woodland or wildlife, especially for birds and 

forest cover is needed to avo~d senous rephles A consistent mlrumum patch 

ecological damage. This is not an size for bird habirat was f w d  to be. 

absolute or q *urn but it is a abourlOheca~eswithsome(20~~r.  
good Indidjttoi. - ,: + - cent) understorey. Rernnants of,. 

" ' .  - .  iquivalent size but on different& 
W h e  shodd k e  put it back? : . 

tenures tin provide quite diffeie 
Native vegetation in gully and stream habitat however. 
areas must be retained and replanted- 

it has a positive role and impact well Are big patches of native vegetation 

beyond the area it occupies. Gullies really better? 

the more value il is likely to h2l.e For 

larger animals such as birds and 

m~numals. One research team fount1 tllat 

remnants of ahout 80 hectares had a 

similar bird community to larger areas in 

;~djacent forest. To rrl:lxjnlise bird bpecics 

tliversit> . another team round that 

woodland remnants should he greater 

than 15.0 hectares. Yet another team 

found that, for vulnerable woodland 

birds at least, conservation of large 

(more than 100 hectares ) and 

s t r u a u ~ l l y  diverse woodland remnants 

is a high priority. 

and streams were found to be critical Again, genel-al wisdom gets support 
for biodiversity consen~ation in all our from rtsearch. The bigger the remnant, 



What size, shape a n d  location In general, areas of remnant vegetation 

for  replantings? should not be too widely dispersed or 

Our research on existing corridors has 

confirmed that they have significant 

value for the maintenance and 

dispersal of some fauna, and that it is 

vital we maintain the original native 

vegetation as linkages in the landscape. 

Roadside and screamside vegetation 

networks were found to play a critical 

role in maintaining habitat connectivity 

among remnants in the box-ironbark 

isolated, especially for less mobile 

species like small mammals and 

arboreal marsupials. Nevertheless, 

isolated patches were found to have 

significant conservation value for many 

species (e.g. birds) and should not be 

cleared or ignored simply because they 

are isolated. 

One project in the Austr;llia Capital 

Territory found that IIircls respond 

woocllands in Victoria. Corridors of differently to their habitats at different 

native vegeration along riparian zones times of year, emphasising the 

within a pine forest matrix also play a importance of basing management 

key role in the dispersal of some of the decisions on information from more 

small mammals. than one season. 

In the wheatbelt of Western Australia How do you go  about  assessing t h e  

one team recommended that the condition of  remnants? 
distance between remnants should not 

Remnant condition can relate to 
exceed two kilometres for birds and 

measures such as tree health, 
that vegetation linking habitats 

understorey diversity, structural 
occupied by some birds should be 

diversity, the number of tree hollows, 
approximately 50 metres wide. In 

and weediness. 
eastern Australia, i t  was found that 

many Ibird species were likely to 

occupy patches within 500 to 1000 

metres of other remnants. Radiata pine 

plantings 50 to 100 metres wide were 

found not to be significant barriers to 

the movement of small mammals, but 

those exceeding 500 metres did limit 

movement between patches of remnant 

eucalypt forest. 

Plainly, renlnants in good condition 

should be a high priority for 

conservation. But what of those that 

are not? In Tasmania, research showed 

that remnant condition is not linked t: 

the occurrences of rare or threatened 

species, which were generally found in 

poorer-quality remnants (in terms of 

exotic species cover and 

species richness). 

Research showecl that animal species 

responded differently to landscnpe 

fragmentation ancl remnant 

chamcteristics. Consequently, no singlt- 

species or group of species was 

thought to be a good indicator for the. 

response of others, even closely related 

ones. Assessn~ent of some 

characteristics of the remnant itself, 

rather than using a particular 'indicator 

species (silch as birds or n~ammals) 

appears to be the most effective 

aplx-oach to assessing 

their condition. 1701- 

,$($2< ex:~n~pIe. in rla 

y% \ box-ironlx~rk 

most u s e l  measures included the 

level ddisturbance to habitat 

resources such as ground layer cover 

and shelter, logs and woody debris, 

and large trees for hollows and 

nectar production. 

Across the research, plant regeneration 
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Crate Ponds by Leigh 
Murray 
One of the most wildlife-attractive 
features in any garden is water. Ponds, 
puddles and even water-filled pot-bases 
are major drawcards, with each creature 
having its preferred size and depth of 
drinking and bathing facilities. At our 
Queanbeyan home, we have a garden 
pond of 4 kilolitres, six 30 - 60 litre crate 
ponds, and a few large (50cm) pot-bases. 
At Tuross Head we've got crate ponds, 
pot-bases and kitty-litter trays. Our big 
pond (with fish, plants, a fountain and a 
biological filter) is used by all sorts of 
wildlife from kangaroos to silvereyes. Its 
tiny side pond is perfect for a magpie or 
chough bath. The pot-bases are favoured 
by rosellas and finches at Queanbeyan, 
and by a Blue-tongue Lizard and a 
whipbird at Tuross (the whipbird bathes 
in a deep, 15cm pot-base; it's a tight fit). 
Magpies and wattlebirds bathe with gusto 
in the kitty-litter trays. But some of the 
biggest drawcards are the crate ponds; 
frogs breed, birds bathe, and kangaroos, 
wallabies, lizards and birds drink from 
them. 

Plastic crates are cheap and easy to buy. 
They're sold in hardware shops as 
storage or recycling containers for $5 - 
$15. For an instant pond, all that's 
needed is a plastic crate, gutter guard, 
rocks, plants, fish, and water. A hole isn't 
essential - kangaroos and birds like 
raised ponds - but water temperature is 
more stable in crates that are at least 
partially embedded. lnground ponds are 
best for skinks and frogs. 

Some crates are of made of relatively thin 
plastic. These are fine for in-ground 
ponds but not for raised ones. The 50 or 
60 litre Nylex recycling crates are ideal: 
their strong sides don't bulge when 
they're full of water, and they're a good 
size and shape (without hand-holes to 
reduce water volume). Also, being black, 
they 'disappear' into the landscape. 

For in-ground crate ponds, I dig a hole to 
fit the crate, use a small spirit level to get 
the base roughly level, lay a thick layer of 

newspaper, and install the crate. For a raised 
pond, I follow the same process, sans hole. 
Crate ponds should be partly shaded to keep 
the water cool (but not by trees that rain leaves), 
and landscaped fsar their i n ' gped  users. For 
bird ponds, open shrubs withrstrong branches 
(such as Grevillea jephcottii or Acacia rubida) 
serve as staging posts or preening perches; the 
ground is best kept clear. Around frog ponds, I 
place logs, rocks and plants such as Dianella 
revoluta, Themeda triandra, Restio tetraphyllus, 
Lomandra longifoha and Dichopogon fimbriatus. 
The Sheathers wrote about Hakea petiolaris as 
a popular perch for Peron's Tree-frogs and 
Myoporum parvifolium berries being eaten by 
skinks and rosellas; both would be good 
additions to the landscape, as would a 'fence' of 
trellis if there are cats around. 

I've left two raised crate ponds uncovered and 
without fish. Surprisingly, these yellow 30 litre 
crates don't get mosquito wrigglers. They're 
used by kangaroos and wallabies for drinking, 
and by bronzewings, magpies, wattlebirds, 
friarbirds and spinebills for drinking and bathing. 
(They're more pcpular than the large pond 
nearby, except with rosellas who fancy the 
fountain.) Our other crate ponds contain fish to 
control mosquitoes, and native plants. 

The crates are kitted out for the comfort of 
residents and visitors. A few rocks will shelter 
fish. A paver across a sunny, rock-filled corner 
provides a hideaway for frogs and a basking 
spot for skinks. A rock near the surface can be a 
sunning area for tadpoles. Small pots are 
'caves' for fish or tadpoles. I add at least one 
piece of gutter guard as a ladder for frogs and 
froglets; usually I line the pond sides with it to 
provide a multitude of toeholds (holding it in 
place with rocks or garden ties). After planting 
and filling with water, each pond is covered with 
shadecloth for hvo weeks to protect against 
mosquitoes while the water ages: Then I put the 
fish in. 

Regrettably, I couldn't find any native fish suited 
to chilly mini-ponds. I settled for White Cloud 
Mountain Minnows Tanichthys albonubes. 
They're very hardy, easy to buy (from pet shops 
or - the way we got ours - by mail order from 
Everglades Aquarium) and easy to look after. I 
feed them a few times a week with various fish 
foods (they chase granular food with zest). 



The minnows do well in groups of at least 
6, so well that they breed (which is fine in 
self-contained ponds - it may not be in 
waterways). A huge point in their favour 
is that although they do keep the water 
mosquito-free, they don't eat frog eggs or 
tadpoles. The pond must be wriggler-free 
before adding the minnows - it appears 
they only eat mosquito eggs or the 
smallest wrigglers. Starting with 6 
minnowslpond, it's usually not long 
before there are more minnows, tons of 
tadpoles, and no wrigglers. Whilst not 
showy, the minnows are lively little fish 
(about 3cm long fully grown), and they're 
not shy (they're easy to catch in a clear 
canister for transfer to new ponds). 

The hardiest goldfish (comets, 
shubunkins and fantails) do OK in crate 
ponds (2 - 3 per pond), and are 
compatible with minnows. They clean up 
wrigglers of any size in double-quick 
time. But they eat frog spawn and 
tadpoles in an equally efficient manner, 
so they're only suitable for bird ponds. 
Unlike the minnows, not all goldfish 
survive our frosty minus 7 winters. When 
they aren't hunkered down for winter, 
they're fun to watch; the multicoloured 
shubunkins are especially attractive. 
Coarse mesh fixed about 7cm below the 
surface gives goldfish a sporting chance 
against fishing birds (herons, 
kookaburras), and shouldn't interfere with 
bathing because most birds prefer 
shallow water; it may even provide 
footholds. 

The fish must have oxygenating plants. I 
always plant several Vallisneria spiralis 
(Ribbon grass), a top-class oxygenator, 
plus one or more of the Parrot's Feather 
aquatic plants (Myriophyllum species) or 
Pondweeds (Potamogaton species) or 
Rainbow Nardoo (Marsilea mutica). In 
frog ponds, floating plants Azolla 
filiculoides or Lemna minor provide cover; 
I omit them in bird ponds to leave the 
surface clear. All except the Vallisneria 
and Marsilea grow rampantly in both 
frosty Queanbeyan and coastal Tuross. 
They need partial removal a few times a 

year - an easy task. The pieces can be used to 
make new plants for new ponds, and the fish 
and frogs are invigorated bg such changes to 
their environment. " < 

.# 

Plants can be bought from water garden 
specialists or by mail order (eg, from Austral 
Watergardens or Everglades Aquarium, both in 
NSW, both good to deal with). I plant directly 
into soil on the pond floor or into bog pots (small 
pots lined with newspaper to block the drainage 
holes), covering the surface with pebbles to stop 
the soil washing out. 

One problem is blanket weed, a type of algae. It 
can really clog things up. Fish and tadpoles 
have difficulty swimming through its silky 
strands Recently I've suspected it's forming 
more readily in ponds containing Foxtail 
(Ceratophyllum demersum) I've stopped using 
this submerged floating plant, at least 
temporarily. Blanket weed is easily removed by 
swirling a stick in it, but it can be very persistent 
once established. 

We use drip irrigation to water our plants. By 
placing polypipe over a corner of the pond (it 
doubles as a perch) and adding a dripper, the 
water is topped up. Unless it rains, I replace 
some of the water every month or so, usually 
from a watering can (chlorine evaporates from 
standing water), or a bit from a hose. 

These small ponds need little maintenance 
(much less than our big pond, which can be a 
major hassle) - just feed the fish, make sure 
there isn't a lot of blanket weed, keep an eye on 
water level and quality, and reduce the amount 
of greenery occasionally. 

Crate ponds: so little effort, so much enjoyment. 



by Antoni V. Milewski 

Beneath Australia's dry hummock grasslands, small, secretive marsupia!~ routinely burrow without the luxury of 

tunnels or mounds. Such hardy miners might be described as the continent's most highly adapted marsupials, 

because their genes have matched and perhaps surpassed the blueprini of the mole. 

THE MARSUPIAL MOLE (Notoryctes species) superficially 
resembles placental moles, despite being unrelated to them 
This is one of the most striking examples known of 
evolutionary convergence. However, the Marsupial Mole does 
not merely combine the presence of a pouch with the 
disappearance of eyes and ears. As research slowly uncovers 
the details about the only Australian mole, what is emerging 
is that this is more than a lookalike. The Marsupial Mole may 
indeed be the quintessential mole. It not only matches, but 
possibly surpasses, the adaptive extremes shown by 
subterranean mammals on other continents. 

The Marsupial Mole has a large, bare pad on the head. This 
has not been studied, but appears to be a blunt instrument of 
subterranean locomotion. Unlike other moles, the Marsupial 
Mole has fused vertebrae in the neck, which presumably 
allows great pressure t o  be placed on the head as a ramrod 
Typical Moles (Talpidae) lack a burrowing organ on the head. 
instead having pointed muzzles as soft as those of shrews. 
Golden Moles (Chrysochlondae), the moles of Africa, have a 
tough nose used as a wedge, but the bare pad is far too small 
to  extend to  the forehead. If Typical Moles and Golden Moles 
are not as extremely adapted to butting through the earth as is 
the Marsupial Mole, this may be because they repeatedly 
commute along tunnels once they have constructed them. The 
Marsupial Mole appears to have no open tunnels, instead 
forcing ~ t s  way afresh through every centimetre of earth in the 
course of its normal locomotion In this sense, the Marsupial 

Mole may transp re to be the ultimate subterranean mammal 
A failure to const-uct tunnels explains why, unlike other moles, 
the Marsupial Mole does not make molehills. The Namib 
Golden Mole (Enmitalpa) also lacks molehills, but differs from 
the Marsupial hr.ole by depending partly on swimming through 
the relatively loose sand at the surface of dunes. 

The forefoot of the Marsupial Mole is extreme, since the claws 
form a vertical spade. Vpical Moles have different forefeet. 
essentially broad paws projecting sideways from the neck, and 
used for raking relatively crumbly soil sideways. Whereas the 
claws of Typical Moles move beside the body, those of the 
Marsupial Mole cleave the sand downwards, in front of the 
body. Golden Nioles have pick-like claws on digits number 2 
and 3 of the for? foot, held horizontal instead of vertical. The 
Marsupial Mole taas similar claws on digits 2 and 3, but has an 
additional, particularly large claw on digit 4 ,  which forms the 
main blade of the articulated spade. 

Nearly' deaf 
Typical Moles lack external ears, but retain internal ear bones 
capable of hearing low-pitched vibrations underground. The 
Marsupial Mole is unique among moles, because its entire ear 
is degenerate. The extremely small size of its internal ear 
bones suggest that the Marsupial Mole is nearly deaf as well 
as blind. This ccntrasts with the Golden Moles, in some of 
which the size of the ear bones exceeds that of surface- 
dwelling mammals, proportional to body size 
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Golden Mole 

Hard, wedge-like nose pick-like clan no visible tail - 

What little is known of the diet of the Marsupial Mole suggests 
an unusual reliance on insect larvae. I suspect that the tropical 
species of Marsupial Mole (Notoryctes caurinus) may depend 

partly on the brood (eggs, larvae, pupae) of ants, which i t  raids 
by burrowing from one subt4ranean ant nest to another. The 

Typical Mole Lesser Fairy Armadillo also-eats ants, at least in the form o f  +:-' . - 
workers and soldiers. Vpical Moles, and most species of 

Golden Moles, eat mainly earthworms, shunning ants. The L':.L 
: Namib Golden Mole instead eats mainly termites , 

(Psammotemes), which differ from Australian termites in  ':,: 
being at home on loose sand dunes. - 

." 
A slow breeder? 

Soft muzzle rake-like claws soft tail 

Marsupial Mole 

Large, hard facial pad spade-like claws hard, bare tall 

The tail of the Marsupial Mole is odd, inviting further study. Its 
appearance suggests that the tail may be used as a prop, 
allowing extra pressure to be placed on the head and claws. If 
so, the use of the tail in digging is unprecedented among 
subterranean mammals. No one has yet found a way to 
observe the Marsupial Mole in action underground. 

Subterranean mammals have to devote most of their food 
energy to the strenuous work of burrowing. However, they save 
energy when resting, because the underground environment 
has a comfortable temperature and a poor supply of oxygen. In 
addition, protection from predators means that subterranean 
mammals do not need to devote much energy to reproduction. 
The resting metabolism of Golden Moles and armadillos is 
even slower than that of most marsupials. However. further 
research may show that the reproduction of the Marsup~al 
Mole is particularly slow. If so, it is possible that the Marsupial 
Mole devotes less of its energy to offspring, and more of its 
energy to locomotion, than any other subterranean mammal. 
vp ica l  Moles are different, because they have a rich supply of 
earthworms in ventilated tunnels. They maintain their body 
temperatures, remain active and warm even under the snows 
of winter, and reproduce relatively rapidly. 

The Marsupial Mole stretches our concept of genetic plasticity of marsupials. It may 
also be a 'supermole' in stretching adaptive limits beyond those of placental moles. 

The Marsupial Mole differs in  habitat from other moles. It is 
widespread in, and apparently restricted to, hummock 
grassland. This is a peculiar type of 'desert' restricted to  
Australia, sandy and dry but vegetated. Failure of Europeans 
and domestic animals to exploit hummock grassland owes 
more to this land's extreme nutrient-poverty than its aridity. 
This semi-desert is even less fertile than the Sahara, so that 
20 per cent of Australia remains desert to this day, despite the 
availability of ground water in boreholes The main cover 
consists of grasses (Triodia. Plectrachne) more spiny, unpalatable, 
and flammable than any common grass on other continents. 
Although sand is extensive on the other southern continents. 
no other mole lives in vegetated sand under dry conditions far 
inland. Typical Moles are widespread in the Northern 
Hemisphere, but depend on the organic, loamy soils of 
deciduous woodlands. Golden Moles in Africa extend to  sandy 
substrates in  coastal areas, but are absent from the only 
habitats comparable to that of the Marsupial Mole: the 
Kalahari in  southern Africa, and sandy parts of the Sahel at the 

The Marsupial Mole stretches our concept of the genetic 

plasticity of marsupials. It may also be a 'supermole' in 
stretching adaptive limits beyond those of placental moles. 
The broad hard organs of its head and forefeet, and to a lesser 
degree hindfeet and tail, equip i t  to burrow afresh to  each 
meal, despite the poor food to be found in a habitat lacking 
both nutrients and water. Genetic constraints and geo- 
graphical isolation therefore fail to explain the absence of 
other body forms (equivalent to bears, pigs, primates, otters. 
cats, and ruminants) in the native fauna of Australia. In 
particular, the lack of mole-rats in Australasia is unlikely to be 
an accident of history. All other continents (including central 
and South America) have rodents resembling gophers. 
derived from a total of eight families which have independ- 
ently undergone reduction of eyes, ears, tails, and energy 
demands while at rest. However, the supply of edible tubers 
appears to be smaller in  hummock grassland than in the 
Kalahari. Possibly, mole-rats failed to  evolve in Australia 
because of a lack of suitable tubers as food. 

edge of the Sahara. There are no moles today in central and is a nutritional ecologist and bio- 
South America, although fossil moles related to  armadillos geographer at the FitzPatrick Institute of African Ornitholo~y. 

~ ~ -. 
have been excavated. The most mole-like species alive there University of Cape Town, south Africa, See also his article about 
now is the Lesser  airy ~rmadi l lo  (Chlamyphorus lruncatus), acacias in Africa and Australia in our Autumn 2001 edition. 
restricted to a small area of sandy soil in semi-arid Argentina. 
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How to avoid being eaten 
by 

David Symon 
State Herbarium of South Australia, 

Plant Biodiversity Centre, Hackney Road, Hackney, SA 5069 

Illustrations by 
Gilbert Dashorst 

Plants need to protect themselves from herbivores. There are two principal ways i 
of doing this. The chemical route sees the production of a range of unpalatable 
substances such as tannins or of outright toxins like many alkaloids. The unarmed, 
soft-leaved Kangaroo Apples, eg Solat~urn laciniatum, have very high levels of 
solasodine and even in over-grazed reserves like Warrawong and Cleland Park one 
may still see the plants avoided. 

The physical route may involve dense hair coverings or, more often, the 
I 

development of spines and prickles of various sorts whichmay make grazing painful. 
The numerous armed shrubs will not be discussed here. Atree may need to protect 

itself while small and in reach of the common herbivore until it is tall enough to be 
safe (except to insects and a few climbers). 

Two devices can be recognised in several Australian trees. 
The Desert Lime (Citrusglauca) in its young state forms a dense, intricate, tangled 

bush with prominent pungent thorns in the axil of the leaves. These are, in fact, 
modified axillary shoots. When about a metre or more tall, erect unarmed shoots 
appear which may carry the plant up to its mature form. The remnants of the early 
state persist for some time and can still be seen on the tree in the Waite Arboretum. 

Citrus glorrcn 
Juvenile leaves 

Citrrrs glar~co 
Adult leaves 

Leopard Wood, Flindersia rnaculosa, is a second tree which uses this technique of 
protection. The tree in the Waite Arboretum is mature and has no more remnants of 
its juvenile phase left. Anderson in his "Trees of New South Wales" states: " I t  has a n  
interesting juvenile form starting as a tangled growth of long thin branches and la tcr 
sending up a main shoot which is protected by the surrounding branches." 

Christmas Bush, Brrrsaria spinosa, also produces intricate, thorny, juvenile growth 
with somewlia t reduced leaves. This species less often forms a tree as it often grows 
in fire-prone areas. As it gets bigger and taller the'leaves tend to be longer and the 
twigs less rigid so that large, old plants are quite unarmed. 

Brrrsnria spitloso 
Juvenile leaves 

Bursaria spinosa 
Adult leaves 

The juvenile phase may be repeatedly produced after fires, giving the impression 
that this is the mature form. The species can also flower in the juvenile phase and 
this combination of flowers and immature leaves has resulted in a number of 
superfluous names being given to this juvenile phase. 

Ironwood, Acacia estroplliolata, produces sijnilar compact, bushy growth in which 
the leaves are shortcr, often clustered, and ?,ie;pnnge:ent in contrast to the slender 
drooping adult growth. This is noted in Vol. I1 B, Acacia, in the current "Flora of 
Australia" series. "There are obvious morphological differences between young and 
mature plants of this species. The young plants have rigid branchlets and short, 
straight, patcnt or c~ect  pliyllodes which are normally in nodose clusters. 011 111~ tul.c5 
plants tlic ultimate bmnchlcts are lax and pendulous and the phyllodes arc longci 
and not clustcrcd." 



Acacia estrophiolata 
Juvenile leaves 

Acacia estrophiolata 
Adult leaves 

: Native Orange, Capparis rnitchellii, 
uses a different system. The juvenile 
plant has small Ieaves protected by 
sma t I, hooked, stipular spines. Though 
not large or conspicuous they are sharp 
and tcnring. One's hand ran scarcely 
cscapc from such a bush wi thou t  1 
scratches. The hooks may also help the 
plant to scramble upwards but later, 5cm 
when out of reach of browsers, the adult 
leaves are produced on completely 

journey to Cooper's Creek" describes .- . 
how their camels demolished a native . 
Coppnris in a single sitting; . . . !,. d .  

"They had stormed a,pretty little 
Capparis tree (Capparis nobilis, a . . 
curiosity here on the creek during our , Cappayis mi'che11ii 
journey, only four examples having been Seedling; 
found) in a kind ,of frenzy, of eating. A Possibly the first illustration of a 

loud crackling. sound,-:like scorching : , , Capparis mitchellii 
flames, made me notice it. It was the 

6 Sth. Aust. Nat. Vol. 75, No. 3/4 

sound of the camels depriving the tree of its marvellous, lush foliage. Fire would 
hardly have been able to do it more quickly. In less than a quarter of an hour they had 
eaten the delightful tree bare." 

, , ' 1.  

Capparis rnitchellii. 
Juvenile leaves 

, . . ,  '. 

. .-  
I . ,  . , a ,  

Capparis rnitchellii 1 1 

Adult leaves 

. .- ., . . . .  

The protective''devices must be against browsers. The influence ofathe extinct 
megafauna may reribin but so far has not been more isolated. Kangaroos and 
Wallabies were once more abundant and today are supplema~led by rabbits, sheep, 
goats, cattle, horses and camels. - 

The physical grazing range of rabbits, sheep and to a lesser extent gb&'s'naynot 
be all that different from kangaroos. Cattle and horses would have extended that 
range. However, camels'are a new giant herbivore in Australia. Camels not only 
each highcr and further than any other browser but also have the habit of pulling 
down branches and breaking them, This is a new clement in grazing in Australia. 
Burke's and Wills' camels'ar~ now replaced by hordes of feral camels doing untold 
damage in our remote areas. Peter Copley (pers. cornrn, Department for Environment 
and Heritage) tells me that camels are now completely destroying Quandong 
(Sonkalrrrn ncuminntum) in'the central arid areas. Tttese trees tend to have brittle 
branches that are readily broken and rcgmwth is virtually absent, ZlnIike those 
discussed above, they ariunarmed in a11 sbagcs of growth and seem'ti be a special 
delicacy tor camels. Although Quandongs arc widespread they are tardy abundant 
and this destruction is serious: 



Nestbox tips 

There is no point in making 
nestboxes for species other than 
Australia's 303 buds, mammals 
and reptiles that nest in tree 
hollows naturally. For instance, a 
Tawny Frogmouth usually nesti in 
a few sticks on a branch and would 
not be assisted by a nestbox. Some 
birds lay camouflaged eggs in 
open nests and otheisstich as 
owls, rainbow lorikeets, gat& and cockatoos lay bright 
white eggs that need to be hidden fiom predators. The time 
it takes for fauna to fmd and inhabit nestboxes depends in 
part on the competition fiom natural hollows and roof 
spaces. Appropriate nestboxes in impoverished areas may 
be inhabited quite quickly. 

General 
9 Build boxes to specifications for the desired species - 

the opening size and position are critical. 
P The lid must have overhang and can be covered with 

galvanised iron (cormgated OK) to ensure durability of 
both lid and box. 

P A fitted lift-off lid held by side pins is better than 
hinges. 

9 Drill small drain holes in the base. 
9 Place a little soft woody mulch or old termite nest in 

the bottom as a nesting medium. 
9 Attach the box to a tree via galvanised roofing nails and 

wire onto 2 hardwood cleats on the back. Cleats allow 
for the box to sit away fiom the branch to enable the lid 
to overhang. Do not wrap ties around the tree. 

P The wood needs to be able to last - to tolerate climatic 
conditions. Treated pine is toxic; Oregon and recycled 

crates are OK. 
9 Use timberlock nails. 
P Freshly painted wood is too smelly for birds and will 

require weathering. 
P The wood needs to be at least 20 mm thick for 

insulation (25 is best). 
P An angled lid keeps the rain off. 
P Try to place boxes sheltered fiom prevailing winds and 

as high as possible to be safe fiom predators. 
P Leave hollow logs be. 

Parrots 
9 These birds like pegs by the opening so that i t  is easier 

to feed the young From outside. 
3 They need very deep boxes to contain droppings and 

ensure flies do not enter. 
P Parrots need horizontal, softwood cleats attached inside 

the fiont to allow chewing and for the young to climb 
to the opening. 

Pardalotes 
P They need a long, small diametB entry tube 

Monitoring. 
9 Number your boxes and keep records. 
9 Do not interfere too much, observe box without 

disturbing it and only lift the lid when absolutely 
necessary. 

9 Observe the droppings, type, dry or not and note the 
species. 

Bars 
> Bats need a narrow box with a fixed top and thc 

o j c i n g  at the bottom. You only need a narrow opcrling 
for the bats to craw! in. The back is extended beloiv h e  
bottom to form a landing pad, The bottom needs to be 
angled and openable to allow.droppings to escape and 
for monitoring. . 
Bats need a rough sytface on the inside back of the box 
- hessian or old nailed on makes good surface 

j' for bats to climb up. 
> Place the box near water (where there is lots of food for 

bats) and facing north - bats like warmth. 

*$, - , & 
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Silvereyes feed on grapes in vine- 
yards reducing crop yield. Populations 
of Silvereyes at a vineyard in central 
Victoria were found to increase during 
the grape ripening period. However, 
the population size varied between 
years. It is suggested that low numbers 
of Silvereyes in vineyards may corre- 
spond with good flowering years of 
alternate silvereye food sources (in this 
caseGrey Box Eucalyptus microcarpa). 
Natural mortality in silvereyes is very 
highand most birds in vineyards are in 
their first year (in one study 91% of 
birds were first year birds). Strategies 
for Silvereye control that rely on learnt 
hehaviour are thus unlikely to succeed. 
Source: 
Burtcn, T.C., (1996). Changes in the abun- 

dance of silvereyes in a central Victo- 
rian vineyard during the grape ripen- - -  

ing period. Corella 20(2). 
/.: p 
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Bush detective '---.-4 

The Sugar Glider is a relatively common 
A 

.Y 

mammal most often seen at night as a; . +, : %  .* ;1~ 

shadow gliding from tree to tree in search 4 
of food. It can also be recognised by its '\ S;-* 

\ r: 
puppy-like call and the chew marks it :<, 
leaves on understorey wattles. t a 
Sugar Gliders area favaurite prey item for \ 

large owls. Once caught, the owI's first 
action is to nip off the gliders' tail. The 
presenceof Sugar Glider tails on the fores~ 
floor is another indication of the presence 
of gliders and owls. . * 



Frog  Books  and o t h e r  Resources 

Australi;l[~ ITrogs - a Natural Ilistory by Michael J -l')llc 
S38.45 
[letails of the environment, habits and and ~ ~ i ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~  arc arllong the most bcau[ihI n~ld delighirLll or 0111 
:reat diversity by a living national treasure. birds. Tlie breeding rliales develop brigli[ly coloured, nlostly 
t:rogs of Australia (Greed'Guide) by Gerry Swan. Published blue plumage in the breeding season, although dominant males 
by New Holland, 200 1. S 16.95 may stay coloured all year round. The females and non-breeding 
[.his compact guide examines fkog species commonly found in males are generally brown and Vky.difficult to distinguish - 
4ustralia. Includes species descriptions and photographs and definitely not for beginners! ~ u t  males can be quite 
facts about their behaviour. Includes practical advice, such as distinctive. Here are the four that you are most likely to see in 
how to find and recognise frogs, understand their calls and South Australia. 
photograph them. . . 

Superb Fairy-wren 
radpoles of Southeastern kustralia by Marion Anstis. The wren seen most commonly in the 
Published by New Holland, 2002. $59.95 Adelaide Hills. Ranges along coastal 
f i e  first of  its kind. It provides information for determining Australia from Brisbane to Adelaide, 
.vhich tadpoles will become what frogs. Uses scientific 'keys' to and also along inland water courses. It's 
identi& 84 Australian tadpoles to species level upper body and chest are bright deep 

!Icptiles & Amphibians of Australia 6th edition by Harold blues with black bands. Underparts are a 

'ogger. Published by New Ilolland, 2000. $109.95 dusky white. 

\ comprehensive guide to more than 1,000 of Australia's frog, 
rocodile, turtle, tortoise, lizard and snake species. 750 colour ~ I U C  abo~fe ,  u~lrife hc Iou~  

\Ilotographs, distribution maps and identification keys. 

\ustralian Reptiles and Amphibians (Key Guides) by 
conard Cronin. Published by Envirobook, 2001. $35.00 

\ guide to Australia's snakes, lizards, frogs and turtles. Details 
he latest fmdings about the lifestyle, behaviour, diet, habitat, 
.-ulnerability and distribution of each species. Visual key 
-~nables easy field identification. 

tttracting Frogs to Your Garden by Kevin Casey. Published 
)y Kimberley Publications, 1996. $16.45 
i'he complete guide to creating a fiog ffiendly garden. 

'ield Guide to Frogs of Australia by Martyn Robinson. 
'ublished by Reed Books, 1993 (reprinted 2000). $24.95 
his guide helps to identify frogs from New South Wales, 

Jueensland and Tasmania, with distribution maps and colour 
1 hotographs. 

[he CSIRO's magazine Ecos fkequently has articles about 
riogs. 

Splendid Fairy-wren 

Found in the rnallee, mulga and scrili- 
arid woodlands. Spectacular brilliant 
bright blue below as well as above, 
with black bands on head and chest. 

B/IIC aho~jc n~ ld  belon~ 

White-winged Fairy-wren 
One of the all time beautiful birds. 
Found on open plains of low salt- 
bush, bluebush, spinifex, and marshy 
margins of salt lakes. A brilliant 
uniform metallic blue all over. 
except for very obvious \vhite tvings. 

fi111e ( I / /  over wit11 I + ~ / I  i t t r  ~,itr<y.s 

Varicgatcd Fairy-\vrcrl 
The Soutli Australian sub-species 
is known as the Purple-backed 
Fairy-wvren. Widely distributed. 
Easily distinguished by having 
chestnut-coloured shoulder 
patches. Chest and head various 
shades of blue. Patch behind eye 
is lighter and brighter. ~nder$aarts 
\vllite 

(Image ofBlack-tailed Naiive Henfiom The Birds of Victoria, C'lrcstrrut patclrcs o ~ r  slrorrlders 
by W. Roy Wheeler and Jeremy Boot, published by Nelson 
1979. ISBN 0 17 005322 9.) 

lrrro,ycs i(,kerr honr Thc D irds of 
Victoria. by IV. Roy Jl'irceler nr~d Jcrcrt!,, /j'(~oi, I ~ ~ b l i s l l e d  hjt 
Nelsorl 1979. ISBA' 0 1' 00532? Y I 


